
COMMERCE CLUB ACTIVITY REPORT 2017-2018 

1. VISIT TO SEBI (20-10-17 TO 21-10-2017) 

The cornrnerce association, Mannaniya college of arts and 

science successfully planned and executed a trip to SEBI 

office Kochi from 20-10-2017 to accomplish academic 

purpose. The group consisting of 44 students and 3 faculty 

men1bers. The group started their journey on 20th October 

2017 at 6 am. The group had their breakfast at Ochira. The 

enthusiastic students reach SEBI at 11am, where the group 

was exposed to an excellent class from Zereena madam. In 

that class everyone learned about the evolution of SEBI, 

topics like financial securities and market, online trading, 

investment plans etc. After the class, Anandhu Mohan of 

3
rd 

year TTM delivered the vote of thanks. Then the group 

went to Marine drive for an exciting boating trip. It was a 

wonderful experience for everyone as many of them get 

an opportunity for boat travelling for the first time. Two 

hours were spent enjoying the boat ride . Then as per the 

schedule, the next event was the Kochi Metro trip at 5pm . 

Aseem sir gave direction for making the journey a pleasant 

experience. It was an incredible experience for everyone. 

After completing the Metro journey, it was decided to visit 

the Lulu Mall at 8pm.Lu1Mall provide us a taste of luxury 

life and experience. Then they watched a heart touching 
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Industrial Visit Report 

As part of fin al year Degree Tour Programme, The team 

vi sit Tea Factory, Dodabetta, Ootty on 10/02/2018. The 

t ea m consists of 29 students and 3 teachers . It was a nice 

experience for the students as they can learn various 

routine activities in a factory . 

The Officer in the factory has given a brief 

description about the production process in our native 

language. He also explained the marketing strategies 

adopted by them. 

The production process divided into two processes. In 

the first process the tea leaves collected were dried, and in 

the second process, leaves converted in to tiny particles. 

Finally the finished goods were packed and sealed in 

different batches such as Cardamom Tea, Chocolate Tea, 

and Strong Tea etc. When we complete our visit, The 

Officer gave us the Industrial Visit Certificate. 


